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considered part of any minimum benchmark plan. While this is
encouraging, the O&P community cannot assume that this sentiment is set in stone. Insurance, business, and state advocates
will press hard for limits and exclusions in benefits under the
EHB package in the coming years, and the O&P groups must
continue to protect access to and coverage of comprehensive
O&P benefits. To accomplish this, the O&P community must
continue to make the following arguments with HHS:
1. To ensure consistent and appropriate coverage for O&P
care across the country without arbitrary exclusions and
limitations, there needs to be a strong federal role in the
approval, oversight, updating, and enforcement of EHB.
2. The bulletin leaves many unanswered questions about
the comprehensiveness of covered healthcare benefits, including O&P care, and our national organizations need more specific information before an accurate
assessment of O&P coverage under the proposed benchmark approach can be conducted.
3. The O&P community needs to express strong agreement
with statements in the bulletin that acknowledge that
O&P care is a typically covered private healthcare plan
benefit and assume that all EHB plans will cover these
important services without arbitrary limitations.
4. The O&P community must remain skeptical of the
proposed benchmark approach until it is clear exactly
which healthcare benefits are covered under the private benchmark plans. While FEHB plans tend to cover O&P adequately and without arbitrary limits, there
is much less known about the state of coverage of O&P
care in the small group plan market. From the available
documents, there appears to be significant limitations
and exclusions in these plans that we believe would violate the mandated healthcare benefit categories, as well as
the non-discrimination provisions of the ACA.
5. The mandated benefit category of “rehabilitation and
habilitation services and devices” that appears in Section 1302(b) of the ACA was intended by Congress to
include the full spectrum of O&P care as a benefit that
is separate and distinct from coverage of durable medical equipment (DME). In fact, the ACA’s legislative history explicitly discusses treatment of O&P separate from
DME coverage.

Conclusion
The guidance on EHB sent some surprising messages and created significant concerns, but there are major areas where advocacy efforts of the O&P industry have paid dividends thus far.
Further advocacy efforts will be necessary on this issue, however, as the HHS secretary fully intends to issue a proposed
and final regulation implementing the EHB package in the
near future. O&P EDGE
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